
Global  
Climate Change



Definition of Climate

“Climate: the average condition of the weather at 
a place over a period of years exhibited by 

temperature, wind velocity, and precipitation.”

According to Webster dictionary

IPCC  report  says  the  ‘classic’  period  to 
average over for climate is 30 years.

✤ Weather has a chaotic nature, it is very dependent on the 
initial conditions.

✤ ‘Projecting changes in climate (i.e., long-term average 
weather) due to changes in atmospheric composition or 
other factors is a different and much more manageable 
issue.’  [IPCC AR4]

Weather vs Climate

Heat in = Heat out, for earth as a whole   þ
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Climate is driven by solar 
radiation balance



Radiation properties
1) All objects emit radiation.
2) Hotter objects radiate more energy per unit area.
3) The hotter the object the shorter the wavelength.
4) Objects that are good absorbers of radiation are also 

good emitters.

Radiation
Hotter objects radiate more energy per unit area.
The hotter the object the shorter the wavelength.
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Shortwave 

Seasons

Seasons

Seasons are caused by the tilt of the Earth’s axis



Incoming solar radiation
Average energy 

flux density 
perpendicular to 
sun’s rays = 1366 

W/m2 

Average power 
per unit area of 
Earth’s surface 

= 342 W/m2

Albedo

January July

Albedo [%]

Fraction of incoming solar radiation reflected

Albedo
Fraction of incoming solar radiation reflected

Average albedo about 31%, so 235 Wm-2 absorbed.
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Solid Earthwithout atmosphere or ocean

Consider a solid planet receiving 235 Wm-2 

(i.e., with average albedo)

If it is in steady state, it radiates as 
much energy as it receives.

Temperature at equator = -20oC

This is the temperature at an altitude of 5km.

A simple atmosphere

Think of the atmosphere as a sheet of glass that lets 
all of the Sun’s short wave energy go through.

A fraction of our glass atmosphere perfectly 
absorbs and radiates long wave radiation
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A simple atmosphere

With 235 Wm-2 absorbed

e = 0 T = -20oC

e = 0.25 T = -11oC

e = 0.50 T = -1oC

e = 0.75 T = 12oC

e = 1 T = 28oC
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A simple atmosphere

Venus Earth Mars

Surface temperature
430 to 460oC 15oC -54oC

Without atmosphere
-41oC -20oC -56oC



Complicating factors
✤ Earth’s atmosphere is not a sheet of glass.
✤ Earth’s surface reflects some solar radiation (surface 

albedo).
✤ Clouds reflect and absorb solar radiation.
✤ Sensible & latent heat fluxes generally heat the 

atmosphere and cool the Earth.
✤ Heat is redistributed by convection & winds in 

atmosphere; and by currents in ocean.
✤ Absorption & radiation of outgoing (longwave) 

radiation is mainly by water vapor (including 
cloud) and CO2 etc.

Atmospheric makeup

Dry air:

N2, 78%

O2, 21% Argon, 0.98%

CO2, 0.039%
& rising

Water vapor can be up to 4%

Atmospheric absorption is wavelength 
dependent

which, in turn, 
is dependent of 
the temperature 
of the object 
radiating the 
heat.
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CO2 levels are higher now than any time in last 
440,000 years. 
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CO2 is increasing

Don’t confuse weather 
... with climate



Some key ideas
✤ Climate is ‘average’ weather.
✤ Climate is easier to predict than weather.
✤ Climate is driven by heat balance.
✤ Albedo = fraction of incoming solar radiation reflected.
✤ Some greenhouse effect is needed.  Without an 

atmosphere average temperature would be about -20oC.
✤ CO2, Methane, water vapor are all greenhouse gases. N2 

and O2 are not.
✤ CO2 is increasing.


